Kinetics of disulfide exchange reactions of monomer and dimer loops of cysteine-valine-cysteine peptides.
Rate constants have been determined in 3 M guanidine hydrochloride for disulfide exchange reactions between glutathione and two synthetic peptides containing a cysteine-valine-cysteine region. Equilibrium experiments demonstrate the absence of noncovalent peptide aggregation in this solvent. Procedures are given for separating seven different components in quenched reactions, including the fully reduced cysteine cluster, the monomeric disulfide loop, parallel and antiparallel dimer loops, and the three monomers containing one or two mixed disulfides with glutathione. Intramolecular rate constants for (1) formation of a sterically strained monomer loop, (2) transfer of glutathione between the two cysteines on the same peptide chain, and (3) formation of unstrained dimer loops correspond to a series of processes forming rings of increasing size. In one sequence, these rate constants are 3, 6, and about 21 s-1, respectively. The larger loops are formed more easily. In the other sequence, rate constants for formation and opening of monomer loops are accelerated 180- and 1300-fold, respectively, relative to analogous reactions in a peptide containing eight residues between the two cysteines. This gives a 7-fold smaller equilibrium constant for ring closure in the cysteine cluster. Dimer formation occurs by a mechanism utilizing the accelerated opening of monomer loops. Results provide information assisting efforts to develop strategies for directing disulfide pairing in novel protein structures. Results also help define factors contributing to formation of undesired oligomers during efforts to refold cysteine-containing proteins obtained by bacterial expression of mammalian genes.